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NASSAU 9000F



NASSAU 9000F
Highly insulated and robust

DURABILITY AND VALUE FOR MONEY

The NASSAU 9000F door model (Foam) has 

been developed for intensive daily use, and to 

cope with countless openings and closures.

The door leaf is produced with an embossed 

stucco surface that leaves the door with an 

aesthetic and harmonious design - ideal for 

modern buildings.

WELL INSULATED

The door provides strong sealings and effec-

tive protection against wind, rain and outside 

temperatures. This is due to a combination of 

the polyurethane foam and the effective top, 

bottom and side seals.

This chapter describes the structure of the 

NASSAU 9000F as well as the technical cha-

racteristics of the door.
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Structure of the door

DOOR LEAF

The door leaf consists of highly-insu-

lated polyurethane foam sections 

with a section height of 675 mm. 

The section is 44 mm thick. The top 

section is individually adapted to the 

opening height of the door.

The front and back panels of the 

sections are made from aluminium 

or hot galvanised steel with a stucco 

texture. The profiling hides the sec-

tion joints and gives the door leaf a 

greater longitudinal strength and a 

stylish design.

The 9000F door leaf is designed 

with patented finger protection bet-

ween the sections, which makes it 

impossible to get your fingers cru-

shed while the door is moving. The 

danger of crushing your fingers bet-

ween the door rollers and the vertical 

tracks are equally avoided by using 

protection plates.

9000F is available in several dif-

ferent standard colours (see page 

1.10). Special colours are powder 

coated

INSULATION PROPERTIES

NASSAU 9000F is one of the best 

insulated sectional doors on the 

market. The door leaf is constructed 

with broken thermal bridges in the 

foam. This ensures that outdoor 

temperatures will not be transported 

through the door leaf and into the 

building. The combination of the 

highly-insulated polyurethane foam 

and effective broken thermal bridges 

gives outstanding insulating values.

SEALS

NASSAU 9000F is equipped with 

strong sealing strips which protect 

against wind and rainwater from the 

outside. The top seal is fitted on the 

top section. The other sections are 

equipped with a sealing strip. The 

bottom section is also equipped with 

a rubber profile with internal and 

external lipseals. The vertical tracks 

are also equipped with a side sealing 

strip that secures strong tightness.

CLASSIFICATIONS

The NASSAU 9000F door has been 

approved in accordance with the 

international product standard for 

sectional doors – EN 13241-1, inclu-

ding the underlying standards for 

wind resistance, water penetration

and airflow. For a 9000F steel door 

measuring 4x4 metres (without win-

dows and pass door) the following

classifications can be given:

INSULATION PROPERTIES

EN 12428: 1.02 W/m²K

(U-value/heat loss value)

WIND RESISTANCE

EN 12424: Class 3

WATERPROOFNESS

EN 12425: Class 3

AIR TIGHTNESS

EN 12426: Class 3

As a result of the door leaf’s structure 

and sealing system, the 9000F has 

particularly good sound absorption 

properties. The recommended noise 

reduction values can be provided for 

each door on request.

BALANCING THE DOOR

The door is balanced by torsion 

springs which are calculated and 

manufactured individually for every 

single door. A correctly balanced 

door ensures secure and stable ope-

ration.
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SAFETY

A manually operated NASSAU 

9000F door is supplied with broken 

spring protection and can also be 

supplied with broken wire protection.

The NASSAU 9000F thereby fulfils 

the EN standard in force and the 

requirements set in connection with 

CE marking.

TRACK SYSTEM

NASSAU 9000F is supplied with a 

variaty of different track systems - all 

depending on space and installation 

requirements.

The preferred option is often for 

the door to be as close to the cei-

ling as possible in order to make 

proper use of the free space above 

the door opening. Regardless of the 

track system there will always be the 

option of adjusting the door’s vertical 

tracks and thereby ensuring that the 

door leaf runs properly when ope-

ning and closing the door. Chapter 8 

includes a detailed description of the 

many different rail systems offered.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT / 

ACCESSORIES

NASSAU 9000F door is offered with 

a wide range of accessories to meet 

individual requirements and needs. 

These include the following. The ver-

tical tracks are adjustable. Bottom 

hinges, side and top hinges with rol-

lers are supplied in galvanised steel 

as standard. The side hinges and top 

hinges are adjustable meaning that 

perfect clamping force and a fully 

sealed door leaf are achieved.

The door can be supplied with a wide 

range of locks such as bolt locks, 

cylinder locks and electric locks 

which ensure that the door is locked 

automatically.

NASSAU 9000F can be supplied 

with electrical operation and a wide 

range of operating equipment.

INSTALLATION AND

MAINTENANCE

In order to ensure the safe and 

reliable operation of the door, it is 

essential that the door is instal-

led in accordance with NASSAU 

Door’s installation instructions. It is 

recommended that a sectional door 

undergo a service inspection once 

a year. In addition, it is recommen-

ded that the door components are 

inspected regularly, thus extending 

the lifetime of the door.

Structure of the door
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9000F fully covered without windows

90F insulated section

90F section: Cross-section
Section height = 675 mm

Section thickness = 44 mm

Insulated with polyurethane foam

Effective broken thermal bridges

INTERIOR 
DIMENSIONS

A9000F  [mm] S9000F  [mm]

Width (W): min. 1500 - max. 10000* min. 1500 - max. 6500

Height (H): min. 1500 - max. 6175** min. 1500 - max. 6175**

* A 9000F door model wider than 8000 mm must always have had its wind load class technically clarified in advance.
**  Doors must always be technically clarified in advance if: - H>6175 mm, - H≥4500 mm and HL≥3000 mm,
 - H≥5000 mm and VL
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9000F door model with 90W window section

NUMBER OF 
WINDOWS

INTERIOR 
DIMENSION
WIDTH [mm]

1 1500 - 1999

2 2000 - 2999

3 3000 - 3999

4 4000 - 4999

5 5000 - 5999

6 6000 - 6999

7 7000 - 7999

8 8000 - 8999

9 9000 - 10000

90W window section

Distance from centre of window to centre of window = 1000 mm

INTERIOR 
DIMENSIONS

A9000F  [mm] S9000F  [mm]

Width (W): min. 1500 - max. 10000* min. 1500 - max. 6500

Height (H): min. 1500 - max. 6175** min. 1500 - max. 6175**

* A9000F door model wider than 8000 mm must always have had its wind load class technically clarified in advance.
**  Doors must always be technically clarified in advance if: - H>6175 mm, - H≥4500 mm and HL≥3000 mm,
 - H≥5000 mm and VL 

90W window section
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90W window: Cross-section

25 mm
External           Internal

Seal 

Section

Spacer

Air gap

Fixed plastic frame 
(RAL 7016)

44 mm

Seal

In-fill panel

Fillings for 90W window
TYPE DESCRIPTION

SA - SA Double 2.5 mm standard acrylic (SAN)

SA - PA 2.5 mm standard acrylic (SAN) on the outside + 3 mm pearl acrylic on the inside

HG - SA 3 mm tempered glass on the outside + 2.5 mm standard acrylic (SAN) on the inside

POLY - SA 3 mm polycarbonate on the outside + 2.5 mm standard acrylic (SAN) on the inside

90W window section
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High quality seals are essential if you are to insulate a sectional door as efficiently as possible.
NASSAU sealings maintain their form and effective function in temperatures ranging from -20°C to +75°C.
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Bottom seal

Seals for model 9000F

Bottom seal

Top seal

Top seal

Narrow

Wide

Wide top seal is automatically supplied where necessary.
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Seals for model 9000F
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Side seal

Section seal
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Double side seal Double side seal with 

indent will automatically

be supplied where 

necessary

Section seal

Insulation strip

Insulation strip

Insulation strip

Insulation strip



Standard colours
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 RAL 9002
 Grey white

 ND 953
A
S

RAL 3000
Flame red

ND 320
A
 

Please note that the ND standard colours are only approx. similar to the stated RAL 
numbers. On printing ground the above standard colours are roughly reproduced and 
should not be regarded as accurate colour samples. Besides the standard colours the 
door can be wet painted in any colour.

Pre-painted 9000F model 

Exterior   A  Aluminium
Interior  S  Steel

 RAL 9006
 White aluminium

 ND 100
 A
S
 

 RAL 9005
 Jet black

 ND 905
A

RAL 5010
Gentian blue

ND 528
A
S

RAL 6005
Moss green

ND 637
A
S

 RAL 9010
Pure white

 ND 955
A
S

RAL 7016
Anthracite grey

ND 701
A
S

 RAL 9007
 Grey aluminium

 ND 907
 A

 

RAL 7021
Black grey

ND  702
 A
 

RAL 8017
Chocolate brown

ND  845
 A
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Stiffening profile

 Afstivende profil
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Stiffening profile

Inside view

AFSTIVENDE PROFILER
LYSMÅL BREDDE
A9000F [mm]

LYSMÅL BREDDE 
S9000F [mm]

Afstivende profil 75 mm på alle sektioner 5101 - 7100 5101 - 6500

Afstivende profil 120 mm på alle sektioner 7101 - 10000 -

STIFFENING PROFILES
INTERIOR
DIMENSION WIDTH

INTERIOR
DIMENSION WIDTH

Stiffening profile 75 mm on all sections 5101 - 7100 5101 - 6500

Stiffening profile 120 mm on all sections 7101 - 10000 -

If necessary, reinforcement profiles will be installed onto the two top sections of the door to stop excessive section ben-

ding at high temperature differences (due to the door’s high insulation properties with broken thermal bridges).

The doors horizontal reinforcements
NASSAU sectional doors over a certain width are supported by horizontal reinforcement profiles.
They prevent the door from bending when the door is under strong wind pressure and when the door leaf is in a horizo-
ntal position.

Reinforcements
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Pass door
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The pass door has a door opening width of 1007 mm and a door opening height of 2005 mm (measured from floor 
level). The pass door will always open outwards.

INTERIOR 
DIMENSIONS

A9000F / S9000F WITH PASS DOOR 
[mm]

Width (W): Min. 1600 - max. 6000

Height (H): Min. 2126 - max. 6175*

Pass door in 9000F

*  Doors must be technically clarified in advance if: - H>6175 mm, - H≥4500 mm and HL≥3000 mm, - H≥5000 mm and VL

18
0 081
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Pass door

1080

60

1000
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Positioning of the pass door
– Depends on the door’s width

Interior dimension width: 1600 til 3999 mm

Interior dimensions width:  6000 mm

Interior dimension width: 4000 to 5999 mm

The door is always placed in 
the centre of the sectional

- 4 sections: 4000 to 4999

- 5 sections: 5000 to 5999

- 6 sections: 6000

NUMBER OF 90W 
WINDOWS

INTERIOR 
DIMENSIONS WIDTH

1 1600 - 2999

3 3000 - 3999

4 4000 - 4999

5 5000 - 5999

6 6000 
Distance from centre of window to centre of window = 1000 mm

1007 mm

1080 mm

58 mm

Internal

Internal

External

External
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Pass door with low step
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The pass door has a door opening width of 1007 mm and a door opening height of 2005 mm (measured from floor 
level). The pass door will always open outwards.

INTERIOR 
DIMENSIONS

A9000F / S9000F WITH PASS DOOR 
[mm]

Width (W): Min. 1600 - max. 6000

Height (H): Min. 2156 - max. 6175*

Pass door PDLS in 9000F

*  Doors must be technically clarified in advance if: - H>6175 mm, - H≥4500 mm
 and HL≥3000 mm, - H≥5000 mm and VL

2
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Detailed drawings

Middle section

Top section

Bottom section

Model 9000F: Cross-section
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Finger protection section

Finger protection door roller/ vertical track guide (option)

Break in thermal bridge

Handle for opening and closing the door

           Outside view   Inside view
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